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(57) ABSTRACT 

A computing system and method are provided for algorith 
mic electronic system level design. An exemplary system 
comprises a plurality of databases for storing a plurality of 
functional models, a plurality of computational element 
models, and a plurality of hardWare de?nition representa 
tions. An application design processor is adapted to perform 
a ?rst functional simulation of an algorithm using a plurality 
of computational element architecture de?nitions to gener 
ate a ?rst selection of a plurality of computational elements 
and corresponding control code for an implementation of the 
algorithm. A control and memory modeling processor is 
adapted to generate a plurality of How transforms from the 
algorithm and to convert the plurality of How transforms into 
the plurality of plurality of computational element models. 
A system simulation processor is adapted to convert the 
plurality of computational element models into the plurality 
of hardWare de?nition representations and to perform a 
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the ?rst selection and the corresponding control code. 
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ALGORITHMIC ELECTRONIC SYSTEM LEVEL 
DESIGN PLATFORM 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO A RELATED 
APPLICATION 

[0001] This application is related to and claims priority to 
US. patent application Ser. No. , ?led concurrently 
herewith, inventor Bhaskar Kota, entitled “Flow Transform 
For Integrated Circuit Design And Simulation Having Com 
bined Data FloW, Control FloW, And Memory FloW VieWs”, 
Which is commonly assigned herewith, the contents of 
Which are incorporated herein by reference, and With priority 
claimed for all commonly disclosed subject matter. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention relates, in general, to elec 
tronic design automation and electronic system level design 
automation for integrated circuits and applications and, 
more particularly, to an algorithmic electronic system level 
method, system and softWare for integrated application 
development for and design and simulation of integrated 
circuitry. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] Electronic Design Automation (“EDA”) and Elec 
tronic System Level (“ESL”) design and simulation tool 
suites for integrated circuits (“ICs”) have evolved for a Wide 
variety of architecture platforms, such as for embedded 
microprocessors, digital signal processors (“DSPs”), and 
application-speci?c integrated circuits (“ASICs”). In many 
instances, such design tool suites provide for acceleration of 
some computationally intensive tasks in custom hardWare, 
With execution control and performance of other tasks 
retained in an embedded, instruction-based processor. 

[0004] Much of the prior art EDA design and simulation 
tools have been designed to optimiZe gate-level performance 
in an IC and verify functionality at this detailed hardWare 
level. These EDA tool suites, hoWever, have been unable to 
integrate this level of veri?cation With system level designs 
and requirements, for testing and verifying algorithmic 
performance and poWer and control speci?cations, for 
example. 

[0005] In addition, prior art EDA and ESL design and 
simulation tool suites have generally been inapplicable to 
data How processing architectures or data streaming archi 
tectures, Which are designed to execute Whenever input data 
exists and provide corresponding output data. Such data 
How architectures have typically been dif?cult to design and 
model because typical data How models, While accounting 
for data input and output, have insu?icient control informa 
tion for execution control and further fail to account for 
memory requirements, movements and ?oWs. In addition, 
such prior art data How models do not provide suf?cient 
interface information or provide incompatible interfaces, so 
that one data?oW element cannot be connected automati 
cally to another data?oW element. Indeed, prior art design 
and simulation tools instead assume in?nite memory avail 
ability for data How modeling. In addition, current design 
and simulation tool suites do not provide for self-contained, 
data-?oW based task modules, Which may be utiliZed for 
implementing more than one algorithm. 
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[0006] Traditional ESL design platforms have been unable 
to design e?icient architectures Without signi?cant knoWl 
edge of the algorithms Which Will run on those architectures. 
SoftWare (such as C, C++ or assembly code) may be 
considered merely a simulation model for a given architec 
ture using Turing methods. As a consequence, a need 
remains for an ESL design platform Which can incorporate 
optimiZed algorithms to create high quality IC systems 
Which meet, if not surpass, performance and poWer require 
ments. 

[0007] Prior art EDA and ESL design and simulation tool 
suites also have not provided an integrated environment for 
both architecture design (including data How architecture 
design) and application development. In addition, prior art 
EDA and ESL design and simulation tool suites have not 
provided for functional simulation of algorithms concurrent 
With hardWare simulations of the performance of the algo 
rithm on the actual target IC. In prior art EDA and ESL 
design, separate sets of “test benches” are required and are 
created multiple times during the course of a design cycle. 

[0008] As a consequence, a need remains for a design and 
simulation tool ?oW Which can integrate both control How 
and memory How With data How, and utiliZe such an 
integrated vieW to simulate and model computational ele 
ments Which Will implement a selected algorithm on an IC. 
Such a design and simulation platform should generate 
appropriate control and memory requirements, and provide 
a common platform for application development, using a 
modular and integrated data How model having both control 
and memory How and a modular, Well-de?ned interface. A 
design and simulation platform should also provide an 
integrated solution, alloWing an application developer to 
perform both a functional simulation of an algorithm or 
program and to concurrently perform a hardWare simulation 
of the algorithm based upon the target architecture. Such a 
design and simulation tool suite should also provide for 
mapping of the algorithm directly to the target IC architec 
ture, With the provision of a resulting compilation of the 
algorithm for the target IC architecture. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0009] The exemplary embodiments of the invention pro 
vide an Algorithmic Electronic System Level (Algorithmic 
ESL or “AESL”) design and simulation platform, embodied 
as a system, methodology and softWare. The exemplary 
embodiments incorporate algorithmic representations into 
both application development and hardWare development, 
providing a signi?cant advance over current methodologies 
of hardWare and softWare co-design. 

[0010] Algorithmic representations are utiliZed as part of 
hardWare (IC) design, and provide integrated modules for 
use in application development, functional veri?cation and 
hardWare veri?cation. In exemplary embodiments, algorith 
mic representations may then be represented rather auto 
matically in softWare or data?oW, functionally veri?ed, and 
may then be mapped, simulated and veri?ed concurrently 
With the target IC architecture. In addition, the models 
generated as part of the hardWare veri?cation process may 
then be utiliZed directly by a compiler for generation of 
corresponding code or netlists for performance of the algo 
rithm on the target IC architecture. 

[0011] Algorithmic representations are utiliZed as part of 
IC (hardWare) design, utiliZing an instruction (or control or 
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compute primitive) and memory-based modeling platform. 
This platform provides an integrated “?oW transform” Which 
has a combined data How representation, control represen 
tation, a memory representation, and an interface represen 
tation. The How transform is architecture neutral. Each ?oW 
transform is also interface neutral, having a Well-de?ned but 
generic interface, allowing a plurality of How transforms to 
be interconnected (via memory interconnect for modeling) 
to de?ne an algorithm. The instruction (or control) and 
memory-based modeling platform is also utiliZed to generate 
hardWare descriptions, such as in a concurrent modeling 
language or system such as SystemC descriptions, Which 
may then be modeled utiliZing an integrated, system mod 
eling and simulation platform, such as a SystemC modeling 
platform. 

[0012] In addition, using the inventive and integrated 
Algorithmic ESL design platform, an application developer 
may rely upon on all of these various detailed functional and 
behavioral models and Work at a higher level of abstraction, 
With all of the information from the various detailed vieWs 
“rolled-up” or integrated into these higher, more abstract 
levels. In addition, as may be necessary or desirable, the 
application designer may also “drill-doWn” into the more 
detailed vieWs and simulations, particularly to select among 
alternative architectures and implementations. When the 
application has been completed, the application may also be 
compiled directly for operation on the selected IC architec 
ture. 

[0013] A ?rst exemplary method embodiment, for devel 
oping and simulating an integrated circuit architecture, com 
prises: (a) inputting an algorithm using an instruction lan 
guage or computational primitive having control 
information; (b) decomposing the algorithm to a plurality of 
tasks having a ?rst selected abstraction level; (c) for each 
task of the plurality of tasks, determining and combining 
data How, control How, and memory How to form a How 
transform of a corresponding plurality of How transforms; 
(d) connecting the plurality of How transforms using an 
interconnect betWeen each ?oW transform to provide an 
algorithm representation; and (e) simulating the connected 
?oW transforms. 

[0014] The simulation step (e) may generate computation 
data paths, computation control, data How interfaces, and 
memory requirements and statistics. The interconnect may 
be at least one of the folloWing: a memory, a ?rst-in ?rst-out 
(FIFO) memory, a buffer, a circular buffer, a constant value, 
a sWitch, or a bus. In addition, the method may also include 
generating a hardWare description of a plurality of compu 
tational elements comprising the plurality of How trans 
forms, Wherein the hardWare description is SystemC, Ver 
ilog, or VHDL. 

[0015] In exemplary embodiments, the decomposition 
step (b) is hierarchical and preserves control information, 
either as part of the How transform or separate from the How 
transform. Also in exemplary embodiments, the simulation 
step (e) generates control bits for control of computational 
elements selected to implement a corresponding ?oW trans 
form; may also generate the number and type of computa 
tional elements utiliZed to implement a corresponding ?oW 
transform; and also may generate a plurality of quantitative 
measures, the plurality of quantitative measures including 
time spent by data operands in interconnect, time spent by 
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data operands in a compute path. The inputting step (a) may 
further comprises inputting a poWer, cycle, latency, or siZe 
requirement (P3 requirement), While the simulation step (e) 
may generate a plurality of quantitative measures (P3), such 
as poWer dissipation, integrated circuit siZe, and cycles 
utiliZed. 

[0016] In another exemplary embodiment, a computer 
implemented method for developing and simulating an 
integrated circuit architecture, comprises: (a) determining at 
least one task corresponding to an algorithm; (b) for the at 
least one task, determining data How, control How, and 
memory How to form a How transform; (c) providing a 
corresponding interconnect for input to and output from the 
How transform; and (d) using a processing device, simulat 
ing the How transform having the memory interconnect. The 
simulation step (d) may further comprises at least one of the 
folloWing simulations: individually simulating data How, 
individually simulating control How, individually simulating 
memory How, or simulating any selected combination of 
data How, control How, or memory How. 

[0017] In exemplary embodiments, the method may also 
include inputting an algorithm using an instruction language 
or computational primitive having control information and 
interface information; extracting parallel computation capa 
bility; and hierarchically decomposing the algorithm to form 
a plurality of tasks having a ?rst selected abstraction level, 
the plurality of tasks including the at least one task. The 
interface information may be at least one of the folloWing: 
a data type, a data Width, an amount or number of bytes, a 
latency, a delay. In addition, the method may also include 
generating control bits for control of computational elements 
selected to implement a corresponding ?oW transform. 

[0018] In another exemplary embodiment, a system for 
developing and simulating an integrated circuit architecture 
comprises: an interface to receive an algorithm having 
control information; a memory; and a processor coupled to 
the interface and to the memory, the processor adapted to 
simulate a plurality of How transforms connected using a 
memory interconnect to represent the algorithm, at least one 
How transform of the plurality of How transforms compris 
ing data How, control How, and memory How of a corre 
sponding task of the algorithm. 

[0019] In another exemplary embodiment, a machine 
readable medium storing instructions for developing and 
simulating an integrated circuit architecture comprises: a 
?rst program construct for determining at least one task 
corresponding to an algorithm; a second program construct 
for determining data How, control How, and memory How to 
form a How transform for the at least one task; a third 
program construct for providing a corresponding memory 
interconnect for input to and output from the How transform; 
and a fourth program construct for simulating the How 
transform having the memory interconnect. 

[0020] In exemplary embodiments, the machine-readable 
medium may also include a ?fth program construct for 
inputting an algorithm using an instruction language having 
control information; a sixth program construct for hierar 
chically decomposing the algorithm to form a plurality of 
tasks having a ?rst selected abstraction level, the plurality of 
tasks including the at least one task; a seventh program 
construct for generating a hardWare description of a plurality 
of computational elements comprising the plurality of How 
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transforms, wherein the hardware description is SystemC, 
Verilog, or VHDL, and for generating control bits for control 
of computational elements selected to implement a corre 
sponding ?oW transform. 

[0021] In another exemplary embodiment, a method for 
developing and simulating an integrated circuit architecture 
comprises: inputting an algorithm having control informa 
tion and inputting a poWer or performance requirement; 
hierarchically decomposing the algorithm to a plurality of 
tasks having a ?rst selected abstraction level; for each task 
of the plurality of tasks, determining and combining data 
How, control How, and memory How to form a How trans 
form of a corresponding plurality of How transforms; con 
necting the plurality of How transforms using a ?rst-in 
?rst-out memory interconnect betWeen each ?oW transform 
to provide an algorithm representation; simulating the con 
nected ?oW transforms; generating a hardWare description of 
a plurality of computational elements comprising the plu 
rality of How transforms; modeling the plurality of compu 
tational elements; and generating control bits for control of 
computational elements selected to implement a correspond 
ing ?oW transform. 

[0022] In an exemplary embodiment, a computer-imple 
mented method for electronic system level design and 
veri?cation is also provided. An exemplary method com 
prises: (a) receiving an application as design input; (b) 
performing a ?rst functional simulation of the application to 
provide a functional application model; (c) verifying the 
functional application model; (d) providing the veri?ed 
functional application model in a hardWare simulation com 
patible format; (e) performing a second functional simula 
tion using the veri?ed functional application model in the 
hardWare simulation compatible format and using an inte 
grated circuit architecture model to provide a functional 
architecture model; and (f) comparing the functional archi 
tecture model With the veri?ed functional application model. 
The exemplary method may also include generating a plu 
rality of cycle-accurate, transactional-accurate, or function 
ally-accurate computational element models, generally in 
the hardWare simulation compatible format; and incorporat 
ing the plurality of cycle-accurate, transactional-accurate, or 
functionally-accurate computational element models into 
the integrated circuit architecture model. 

[0023] In exemplary embodiments, the step (a) of receiv 
ing the application may also further comprise: receiving a 
plurality of architecture de?nition ?les; receiving a plurality 
of data?oW diagrams; and receiving performance speci?ca 
tions. In addition, the step (d) of providing the veri?ed 
functional model may also further Comprise: providing the 
veri?ed functional application model as an application 
netlist of computational elements and interconnections. In 
exemplary embodiments, the method may also include veri 
fying the functional architecture model; and using the veri 
?ed functional architecture model, compiling the application 
to an integrated circuit architecture represented by the 
integrated circuit architecture model. 

[0024] In another exemplary embodiment, a computing 
system for algorithmic electronic system level design com 
prises: a plurality of databases, a ?rst database of the 
plurality of databases adapted to store a plurality of func 
tional models, a second database of the plurality of databases 
adapted to store a plurality of computational element mod 
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els, and a third database of the plurality of databases adapted 
to store a plurality of hardWare de?nition representations; an 
application design processor coupled to the ?rst database, 
the application design processor adapted to perform a ?rst 
functional simulation of an algorithm using a plurality of 
computational element architecture de?nitions to generate a 
?rst selection of a plurality of computational elements and 
corresponding control code for an implementation of the 
algorithm; a control and memory modeling processor 
coupled to the second database, the control and memory 
modeling processor adapted to generate a plurality of How 
transforms from the algorithm and to convert the plurality of 
How transforms into the plurality of plurality of computa 
tional element models; and a system simulation processor 
coupled to the second databases and the third database, the 
system simulation processor adapted to convert the plurality 
of computational element models into the plurality of hard 
Ware de?nition representations and to perform a second 
functional simulation of the algorithm using the plurality of 
computational element models corresponding to the ?rst 
selection and the corresponding control code. 

[0025] In exemplary embodiments, the control and 
memory modeling processor may be further adapted to 
generate the plurality of How transforms from the algorithm 
coded in an instruction-based language, and may also com 
bine data How, control How, and memory How information 
to generate a How transform of the plurality of How trans 
forms. The system simulation processor may be further 
adapted to generate a cycle-accurate computational element 
model of the plurality of computational element models 
Which further comprises control information for con?gura 
tion of a con?gurable computational element. 

[0026] In another exemplary embodiment, a system for 
electronic system level design and veri?cation comprises: a 
?rst processor adapted to receive an application as design 
input, perform a ?rst functional simulation of the application 
to provide a functional application model, verifying the 
functional application model, and provide the veri?ed func 
tional application model in a hardWare simulation compat 
ible format; and a second processor coupled to the ?rst 
processor, the second processor adapted to perform a second 
functional simulation using the veri?ed functional applica 
tion model in the hardWare simulation compatible format 
and using an integrated circuit architecture model to provide 
a functional architecture model. In exemplary embodiments, 
the system may also include a third processor coupled to the 
?rst processor and to the second processor, the third pro 
cessor adapted to determine a plurality of architecture de? 
nition ?les and to provide the plurality of architecture 
de?nition ?les as input to the ?rst processor. 

[0027] In exemplary embodiments, the second processor 
may be further adapted to generate a plurality of cycle 
accurate computational element models in the hardWare 
simulation compatible format and to incorporate the plural 
ity of cycle-accurate computational element models into the 
integrated circuit architecture model. The ?rst processor 
may also be further adapted to provide the veri?ed func 
tional application model as an application netlist of compu 
tational elements and interconnections; and to verify the 
functional architecture model. In exemplary embodiments, 
the system may also include a fourth processor coupled to 
the second processor, the fourth processor adapted to use the 
veri?ed functional architecture model to compile the appli 
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cation to an integrated circuit architecture represented by the 
integrated circuit architecture model. 

[0028] In another exemplary embodiment, a system for 
algorithmic electronic system level design comprises: an 
interface for receiving an algorithmic description; a memory 
adapted to store a plurality of computational element archi 
tecture de?nitions and a plurality of cycle-accurate compu 
tational element models; and a processor coupled to the 
memory and to the interface, the processor adapted to 
perform a ?rst functional simulation of the algorithm using 
the plurality of computational element architecture de?ni 
tions to generate a ?rst selection of a plurality of computa 
tional elements and corresponding control code for an 
implementation of the algorithm; and to perform a second 
functional simulation of the algorithm using a plurality of 
cycle-accurate computational element models correspond 
ing to the ?rst selection and the corresponding control code. 

[0029] In exemplary embodiments, the algorithm is 
de?ned by a plurality of interconnected data?oW diagrams. 
The processor may be further adapted to map the plurality of 
interconnected data?oW diagrams to a corresponding plu 
rality of computational elements; and generate an intercon 
nection among the corresponding plurality of computational 
elements as de?ned by the plurality of interconnected data 
?oW diagrams. Also, the processor may be further adapted to 
convert the algorithm into a plurality of How transforms, and 
to combine data How, control How, and memory How infor 
mation to generate a How transform of the plurality of How 
transforms. 

[0030] In exemplary embodiments, the processor may be 
further adapted to generate a cycle-accurate computational 
element model of the plurality of cycle-accurate computa 
tional element models Which further comprises control 
information for con?guration of a con?gurable computa 
tional element. The processor also may be further adapted to 
perform the second functional simulation utiliZing a plural 
ity of integrated circuit architecture models, the plurality of 
models comprising at least tWo of the folloWing models: an 
interconnect model, a memory model, an input and output 
model, a clocking model, and an integrated circuit operating 
system model. 

[0031] In another exemplary embodiment, the processor is 
further adapted to perform a third functional simulation 
using the plurality of computational element architecture 
de?nitions to generate a second selection of a plurality of 
computational elements and corresponding control code for 
an implementation of the algorithm; to perform a fourth 
functional simulation of the algorithm using a plurality of 
cycle-accurate computational element models correspond 
ing to the second selection and the corresponding control 
code; and to compare the second functional simulation and 
fourth functional simulation. 

[0032] In exemplary embodiments, the processor may be 
further adapted to perform the ?rst and second functional 
simulations at a plurality of levels of abstraction. In addition, 
the processor may be further adapted to roll-up a plurality of 
parameters from a each level of abstraction to the next 
higher level of abstraction. 

[0033] In another exemplary embodiment, a system for 
algorithmic electronic system level design comprises: a 
plurality of databases, a ?rst database of the plurality of 
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databases adapted to store a plurality of computational 
element architecture de?nitions, a second database of the 
plurality of databases adapted to store a plurality of cycle 
accurate computational element models, and a third database 
of the plurality of databases adapted to store a hardWare 
de?nition representation of the plurality of cycle-accurate 
computational element models; and a processor coupled to 
the plurality of databases, the processor adapted to perform 
a ?rst functional simulation of an algorithm using the 
plurality of computational element architecture de?nitions 
to generate a ?rst selection of a plurality of computational 
elements and corresponding control code for an implemen 
tation of the algorithm; and to perform a second functional 
simulation of the algorithm using a plurality of cycle 
accurate computational element models corresponding to 
the ?rst selection and the corresponding control code. 

[0034] In another exemplary embodiment, a computer 
implemented method for algorithmic electronic system level 
design and simulation comprises: (a) inputting an algorithm; 
(b) providing a plurality of computational element architec 
ture de?nitions; (c) functionally simulating the algorithm 
using the plurality of computational element architecture 
de?nitions; (d) generating from the functional simulation a 
?rst selection of a plurality of computational elements and 
corresponding control code for an implementation of the 
algorithm; and (e) functionally simulating the algorithm 
using a plurality of cycle-accurate computational element 
models corresponding to the ?rst selection and the corre 
sponding control code. 

[0035] The algorithm may be de?ned by a plurality of 
interconnected data?oW diagrams. The functional simula 
tion step (b) may further comprise: mapping the plurality of 
interconnected data?oW diagrams to a corresponding plu 
rality of computational elements; and generating an inter 
connection among the corresponding plurality of computa 
tional elements as de?ned by the plurality of interconnected 
data?oW diagrams. 

[0036] In exemplary embodiments, the method may also 
include (dl) generating from the functional simulation a 
second selection of a plurality of computational elements 
and corresponding control code for an implementation of the 
algorithm; (el) functionally simulating the algorithm using 
a plurality of cycle-accurate computational element models 
corresponding to the second selection and the corresponding 
control code; and (fl) comparing the functional simulations 
using the ?rst selection and the second selection. 

[0037] In another exemplary embodiment, a machine 
readable medium storing instructions for electronic system 
level design and veri?cation comprises: a ?rst program 
construct for receiving an application as design input and 
receiving a plurality of architecture de?nition ?les, the 
plurality of architecture de?nition ?les having been deter 
mined from control and memory-based integrated circuit 
modeling; a second program construct for performing a ?rst 
functional simulation of the application to provide a func 
tional application model; a third program construct for 
verifying the functional application model; a fourth program 
construct for providing the veri?ed functional application 
model in a hardWare simulation compatible format; a ?fth 
program construct for performing a second functional simu 
lation using the veri?ed functional application model in the 
hardWare simulation compatible format and using an inte 
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grated circuit architecture model to provide a functional 
architecture model; and a sixth program construct for com 
paring the functional architecture model With the veri?ed 
functional application model. 

[0038] In exemplary embodiments, the machine-readable 
medium may also include a seventh program construct for 
generating a plurality of cycle-accurate, transactional-accu 
rate, or functionally-accurate computational element mod 
els; an eighth program construct for incorporating the plu 
rality of cycle-accurate, transactional-accurate, or 
functionally-accurate computational element models into 
the integrated circuit architecture model; a ninth program 
construct for providing the veri?ed functional application 
model as an application netlist of computational elements 
and interconnections; a tenth program construct for verify 
ing the functional architecture model; and/or an eleventh 
program construct for compiling the application, using the 
veri?ed functional architecture model, to an integrated cir 
cuit architecture represented by the integrated circuit archi 
tecture model. 

[0039] These and additional embodiments are discussed in 
greater detail beloW. Numerous other advantages and fea 
tures of the present invention Will become readily apparent 
from the folloWing detailed description of the invention and 
the embodiments thereof, from the claims and from the 
accompanying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0040] The objects, features and advantages of the present 
invention Will be more readily appreciated upon reference to 
the folloWing disclosure When considered in conjunction 
With the accompanying draWings and examples Which form 
a portion of the speci?cation, Wherein like reference numer 
als are used to identify identical components in the various 
vieWs, in Which: 

[0041] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating exemplary 
system and apparatus embodiments in accordance With the 
teachings of the present invention. 

[0042] FIG. 2, divided into FIGS. 2A and 2B, is a How 
diagram illustrating an exemplary method embodiment in 
accordance With the teachings of the present invention. 

[0043] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary 
hierarchical processing block decomposition in accordance 
With the teachings of the present invention. 

[0044] FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary 
hierarchical processor decomposition for a portion of a 
H.264 decoder in accordance With the teachings of the 
present invention. 

[0045] FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary 
?oW transform and FIFO connection for system modeling 
and simulation in accordance With the teachings of the 
present invention. 

[0046] FIG. 6 is a block and How diagram illustrating an 
exemplary Algorithmic ESL design, simulation and model 
ing automation platform system embodiment in accordance 
With the teachings of the present invention. 

[0047] FIG. 7 is a How diagram providing another illus 
tration of the exemplary Algorithmic ESL design, simulation 
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and modeling automation platform system embodiment in 
accordance With the teachings of the present invention. 

[0048] FIG. 8 is a How diagram illustrating an exemplary 
method embodiment for automated design, simulation and 
modeling of integrated circuitry in accordance With the 
teachings of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0049] While the present invention is susceptible of 
embodiment in many different forms, there are shoWn in the 
draWings and Will be described herein in detail speci?c 
examples and embodiments thereof, With the understanding 
that the present disclosure is to be considered as an exem 
pli?cation of the principles of the invention and is not 
intended to limit the invention to the speci?c examples and 
embodiments illustrated, and that numerous variations or 
modi?cations from the described embodiments may be 
possible and are considered equivalent. 

[0050] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating exemplary 
system 10 and apparatus 50 embodiments in accordance 
With the teachings of the present invention. As illustrated, 
the apparatus 50 may be embodied as any type of computer 
such as a personal computer, a Workstation, a mainframe 
computer, a server, or any other type of processing or 
modeling device utiliZed in the IC design ?elds. Any data 
input for the system 10 may be provided through any of a 
plurality of input sources, such as by a user directly through 
a user interface 15 (having keyboard 20, pointing device 25, 
and display 40), in the form of electronic data (e.g., elec 
tronic ?les), through a netWork 45 (such as the Internet, a 
local area netWork (“LAN”), a Wide area netWork (“WAN”), 
a proprietary or corporate netWork, a cable netWork, or the 
public sWitched telephone netWork, for example), or through 
other forms of computer (machine) readable media 30, such 
as netWork hard drives, optical drives, tape drives, a ?oppy 
disk, a CD-ROM, a memory card, and other media discussed 
beloW. For example, an individual may utiliZe the user 
interface 15 and apparatus 50 to input program language or 
code, such as utiliZing an instruction set architecture lan 
guage, for creating a data How architecture in accordance 
With the present invention. 

[0051] Similarly, data output from the apparatus 50 may 
be provided to any of a plurality of output devices such as 
an electronic display 40, such as a CRT, plasma or LCD 
display, or a printer (e.g., a laser or inkjet printer) (not 
separately illustrated), for example. In addition, output may 
also be provided in the form of electronic data through 
netWork 45 or machine-readable media 30, such as to 
transmit to another location or a remote location. 

[0052] As illustrated in FIG. 1, the apparatus 50 comprises 
a processor 55, an input and output (“I/O”) interface (or 
other I/O means) 60, and a memory 65 (Which may further 
comprise the data repository 70). In the apparatus 50, the 
interface 60 may be implemented as knoWn or may become 
knoWn in the art, to provide data communication betWeen, 
?rst, the processor 55, memory 65 and/ or data repository 70, 
and second, any of the various input and output devices, 
mechanisms and media discussed herein, including Wireless, 
optical or Wireline, using any applicable standard, technol 
ogy, or media, Without limitation. In addition, the I/O 
interface 60 may provide an interface to any CD or disk 
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drives, or an interface to a communication channel for 
communication via network 45, or an interface for a uni 
versal serial bus (U SB), for example. In other embodiments, 
the interface 60 may simply be a bus (such as a PCI or PCI 
Express bus) to provide communication with any form of 
media or communication device, such as providing an 
Ethernet port, for example. Also for example, the I/O 
interface 60 may provide all signaling and physical interface 
functions, such as impedance matching, data input and data 
output between external communication lines or channels 
(e.g., Ethernet, T1 or ISDN lines) coupled to a network 45, 
and internal server or computer communication busses (e.g., 
one of the various PCI or USB busses), for example and 
without limitation. In addition, depending upon the selected 
embodiment, the I/O interface 60 (or the processor 55) may 
also be utiliZed to provide data link layer and media access 
control functionality. 
[0053] The memory 65, which may include a data reposi 
tory (or database) 70, may be embodied in any number of 
forms, including within any computer or other machine 
readable data storage medium, memory device or other 
storage or communication device for storage or communi 
cation of information such as computer-readable instruc 
tions, data structures, program modules or other data, cur 
rently known or which becomes available in the future, 
including, but not limited to, a magnetic hard drive, an 
optical drive, a magnetic disk or tape drive, a hard disk drive, 
other machine-readable storage or memory media such as a 

?oppy disk, a CDROM, a CD-RW, digital versatile disk 
(DVD) or other optical memory, a memory integrated circuit 
(“IC”), or memory portion of an integrated circuit (such as 
the resident memory within a processor IC), whether volatile 
or non-volatile, whether removable or non-removable, 
including without limitation RAM, FLASH, DRAM, 
SDRAM, SRAM, MRAM, FeRAM, ROM, EPROM or 
E2PROM, or any other type of memory, storage medium, or 
data storage apparatus or circuit, which is known or which 
becomes known, depending upon the selected embodiment. 
In addition, such computer readable media includes any 
form of communication media which embodies computer 
readable instructions, data structures, program modules or 
other data in a data signal or modulated signal, such as an 
electromagnetic or optical carrier wave or other transport 
mechanism, including any information delivery media, 
which may encode data or other information in a signal, 
wired or wirelessly, including electromagnetic, optical, 
acoustic, RF or infrared signals, and so on. The memory 65 
is adapted to store various programs or instructions (of the 
software of the present invention) and database tables, 
discussed below. 

[0054] The apparatus 50 further includes one or more 
processors 55, adapted to perform the functionality dis 
cussed below. As the term processor is used herein, a 
processor 55 may include use of a single integrated circuit 
(“IC”), or may include use of a plurality of integrated 
circuits or other components connected, arranged or grouped 
together, such as microprocessors, digital signal processors 
(“DSPs”), parallel processors, multiple core processors, 
custom ICs, application speci?c integrated circuits 
(“ASICs”), ?eld programmable gate arrays (“FPGAs”), 
adaptive computing ICs, associated memory (such as RAM, 
DRAM and ROM), and other ICs and components. As a 
consequence, as used herein, the term processor should be 
understood to equivalently mean and include a single IC, or 
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arrangement of custom ICs, ASICs, processors, micropro 
cessors, controllers, FPGAs, adaptive computing ICs, or 
some other grouping of integrated circuits which perform 
the functions discussed below, with associated memory, 
such as microprocessor memory or additional RAM, 
DRAM, SDRAM, SRAM, MRAM, ROM, FLASH, 
EPROM or E2PROM. A processor (such as processor 55), 
with its associated memory, may be adapted or con?gured 
(via programming, FPGA interconnection, or hard-wiring) 
to perform the methodology of the invention, as discussed 
below. For example, the methodology may be programmed 
and stored, in a processor 55 with its associated memory 
(and/or memory 65) and other equivalent components, as a 
set of program instructions or other code (or equivalent 
con?guration or other program) for subsequent execution 
when the processor is operative (i.e., powered on and 
functioning). Equivalently, when the processor 55 may 
implemented in whole or part as FPGAs, custom ICs and/or 
ASICs, the FPGAs, custom ICs or ASICs also may be 
designed, con?gured and/or hard-wired to implement the 
methodology of the invention. For example, the processor 
55 may implemented as an arrangement of microprocessors, 
DSPs and/or ASICs, collectively referred to as a “proces 
sor”, which are respectively programmed, designed, adapted 
or con?gured to implement the methodology of the inven 
tion, in conjunction with one or more databases (70) or 
memory 65. 

[0055] As indicated above, the processor 55 is pro 
grammed, using software and data structures of the inven 
tion, for example, to perform the methodology of the present 
invention. As a consequence, the system and method of the 
present invention may be embodied as software which 
provides such programming or other instructions, such as a 
set of instructions and/or metadata embodied within a com 
puter readable medium, discussed above. In addition, meta 
data may also be utilized to de?ne the various data structures 
of database 70, such as to store the various color manage 
ment models and calibrations discussed below. 

[0056] More generally, the system, methods, apparatus 
and programs of the present invention may be embodied in 
any number of forms, such as within any type of apparatus 
(computer or server) 50, within a processor 55, within a 
computer network, within an adaptive computing device, or 
within any other form of computing or other system used to 
create or contain source code, including the various proces 
sors and computer readable media mentioned above. Such 
source code further may be compiled into some form of 
instructions or object code (including assembly language 
instructions or con?guration information). The software, 
source code or metadata of the present invention may be 
embodied as any type of code, such as C, C++, SystemC, 
LISA, XML, Java, Brew, SQL and its variations (e.g., SQL 
99 or proprietary versions of SQL), DB2, Oracle, or any 
other type of programming language which performs the 
functionality discussed herein, including various hardware 
de?nition or hardware modeling languages (e.g., Verilog, 
VHDL, RTL) and resulting database ?les (e.g., GDSII). As 
a consequence, a “construct”, “program construct”, “soft 
ware construct” or “software”, as used equivalently herein, 
means and refers to any programming language, of any kind, 
with any syntax or signatures, which provides or can be 
interpreted to provide the associated functionality or meth 
odology speci?ed (when instantiated or loaded into a pro 
cessor or computer and executed, including the apparatus 50 
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or processor 55, for example). For example, various versions 
of the software may be embodied using the instruction set 
architecture language LISA. 

[0057] The software, metadata, or other source code of the 
present invention and any resulting bit ?le (object code, 
database, or con?guration bit sequence) may be embodied 
Within any tangible storage medium, such as any of the 
computer or other machine-readable data storage media, as 
computer-readable instructions, data structures, program 
modules or other data, such as discussed above With respect 
to the memory 65, e.g., a ?oppy disk, a CDROM, a CD-RW, 
a DVD, a magnetic hard drive, an optical drive, or any other 
type of data storage apparatus or medium, as mentioned 
above. 

[0058] In addition, While the present invention is fre 
quently illustrated With respect to simulation and modeling 
systems available from selected vendors, it should be under 
stood that any simulation, modeling and IC architecture 
design systems can be utiliZed With and are Within the scope 
of the present invention. 

[0059] The exemplary embodiments of the present inven 
tion may be referred to as Algorithmic ESL (“AESL”) and 
divided into tWo categories, an architecture design platform 
and an application design platform. The architecture design 
platform is illustrated primarily With reference to FIGS. 2-5. 
The application design platform is illustrated primarily With 
reference to FIGS. 6-7. 

[0060] FIG. 2 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary 
method embodiment in accordance With the teachings of the 
present invention, and is utiliZed primarily as part of the 
architecture design platform. The method begins, start step 
100, With input of an algorithm or program description using 
an instruction set architecture language description, such as 
input through the user interface 15. As used herein, “instruc 
tion” is to be broadly interpreted, to include any compute or 
computational primitive (e.g., a+b), in addition to other 
means of specifying computations and control. In addition, 
as part of step 100, P3 requirements such as poWer, perfor 
mance or price goals or speci?cations may also be input. 
Also as part of step 100, other design goals may also be 
input, such as resiliency, reliability, and robustness require 
ments (referred to as “R3” requirements). An instruction set 
architecture language is utiliZed in the exemplary embodi 
ment to preserve control information for subsequent extrac 
tion into a data How model and the How transforms of the 
present invention. In an exemplary embodiment, the selected 
language is LISA (Language for Instruction Set Architec 
ture), as knoWn and standardiZed in the IC design ?elds. 
Other languages or descriptions Which Will alloW for extrac 
tion of control information may also be utiliZed equivalently, 
such as algorithms Written in C or C++, DSP languages, 
Whether ?oating point or integer, Matlab, Simulink, SPW, 
Ptolemy, standards speci?cations (often speci?ed in lan 
guages such as C or C++), for example, and may include 
input of legacy code, such as code designed to implement an 
algorithm on a prior art processor. In addition, the system 10 
may include other IC design tools and, in an exemplary 
embodiment, includes the LISATek system available 
through CoWare, Inc., Which also provides other design tool 
features such as a compiler, a debugger, an assembler, a 
pro?ler, and a simulator. The algorithm or program is 
typically input electronically via I/O interface 60, either as 
directed by a user/designer or automatically. 
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[0061] Next, in step 105, any parallel computation capa 
bility is extracted, such as through unrolling loops, dupli 
cation of processing elements in parallel, other parallel 
instantiations, and other methods knoWn to those of skill in 
the ?eld. In accordance With the present invention, the 
algorithm or other program is then hierarchically decom 
posed into a plurality of tasks and subtasks, Which may be 
represented by processing or functional blocks, to a selected 
level of granularity, step 110. This parallel extraction and 
decomposition may be performed by a processor 55 or other 
component of system 10, typically by executing parsing and 
unroll programs, for example and Without limitation. FIG. 3 
is a diagram illustrating an exemplary hierarchical process 
ing block decomposition in accordance With the teachings of 
the present invention. As illustrated, a processor 210 repre 
senting an entire algorithm or program is decomposed into 
a plurality of co-processors 215, each of Which is further 
decomposed into a more detailed or ?ne-grained plurality of 
co-processors 220, as may be necessary or desirable, until 
the decomposition reaches a level of computational elements 
or blocks 225, With associated memory and control infor 
mation. 

[0062] In exemplary embodiments, each level of decom 
position may be displayed (via display 40) to the user/ 
designer as a separate vieW, With clicking (via pointing 
device 25) on a processor 210 or co-processor (215, 220) 
resulting in opening a more detailed vieW (at the next, more 
detailed level of decomposition), until the level of the most 
highly detailed vieW being utilized. Conversely, as utiliZed 
in the various simulations and veri?cations discussed beloW, 
the more detailed vieWs and more concrete decompositions 
may be rolled back up into the less detailed vieWs and more 
abstract blocks (220, 215 and 210), With associated details 
automatically incorporated or subsumed Within the more 
abstract level, such as simulated or modeled timing and 
delay statistics, discussed beloW. For example, the more 
detailed, concrete computational elements and functional 
blocks (e.g., co-processors 220) may be rigorously modeled 
and tested, With all associated timing, latency, poWer and 
other parameters determined. Such parameters Will already 
be integrated for subsequent modeling (such as for imple 
mentation of other algorithms), so design and veri?cation of 
subsequent designs do not need to repeat such detailed 
modeling, With all such parameters already embedded in the 
component models. An exemplary decomposition for a 
portion of a H.264 decoder is also discussed beloW With 
reference to FIG. 4. 

[0063] The decomposition to the various co-processor 
(215, 220) and computational elements 225 may be accom 
plished by a processor 55, such as by mapping parsed 
functionality to a library of co-processors (215, 220) and 
computational elements 225 stored in a memory 65 (or 
database 70). Such libraries may be provided by a design 
tool vendor, may be input by the user/designer, or may be 
created by the methodology described herein. 

[0064] Referring again to FIG. 2, for each task or subtask 
(represented by a co-processor block 220 having a plurality 
of computational elements 225), in step 115, data How, 
control How, and memory How information is extracted. 
Next, in step 120, the data How, control How and memory 
control is combined to form a self-contained task module 
referred to herein as a “How transform”. As a consequence, 
a How transform includes all data How, control How and 
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memory How for a selected task, such as a Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT), Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT), 
or if greater detail is required, the How transform may be at 
a higher level of granularity, such as the “butter?y” opera 
tions utilized in DCT and FFT operations. Representative 
?oW transforms are illustrated in FIG. 5. In addition, each 
?oW transform (or task module) Will have a Well-de?ned, 
generic interface (e.g., using primitive scalars), Which later 
may be combined to form complex, architecture-speci?c 
interface types. 

[0065] This Well-de?ned, generic interface facilitates cou 
pling of such ?oW transforms in virtually any order by a 
designer or other user, Without requiring speci?c knowledge 
of the inner Workings or details of the How transform itself. 
The Well-de?ned data, control and memory interface (as 
input and output from any selected ?oW transform) alloWs a 
plurality of How transforms to be connected together as 
building blocks to implement any selected algorithm, analo 
gously to creating a chain by coupling one link after another. 
Such implementations may then be (iteratively) tested, as 
described beloW. In addition, the resulting architectural 
elements utiliZed to implement such ?oW transforms may 
also be manipulated as building blocks to instantiate any 
selected algorithm in an IC, such as an adaptive IC alloWing 
such interconnection through a programmable or adaptive 
interconnect among computational elements. 

[0066] FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary 
hierarchical processor decomposition for a portion of a 
H.264 decoder in accordance With the teachings of the 
present invention. The H.264 decoder is a single block or 
algorithm 300 at the most abstract level 250, Which is then 
decomposed (in part) into a parser 305, scale and transform 
block 310, prediction block 315, feedback block 320, With 
input data being a frame 330 (and subsequent selected 
macroblock 335), and With the input data accessed from a 
register or other memory using addressing and memory 
control provided by data address generator (DAG) or direct 
memory access (DMA) 325, illustrated as level 255. The 
scale and transform block 310 is then decomposed further 
(level 260) into a scalar multiply (IQ) 340 and a transform 
block 345, each having inputs from memories 355 and 350, 
respectively, and providing outputs to other memories, 
namely, registers 385 A and 385B. In addition, data input of 
macroblock 335 is provided to the scalar multiply (IQ) 340, 
and control 360 information (from parser 305) is provided to 
the transform block 345. Transform block 345 is further 
decomposed into integer transform (IT) block 365 and 
Hadamard transform (HT) block 370, each having inputs 
from memories 352 and 353, respectively (level 265). In 
exemplary H.264 algorithms, the Hadamard transformation 
is only performed on a macroblocks 335 representing lumi 
nance “Y” (rather than chrominance CR or CB). Such a 
determination is performed by the parser 305, Which pro 
vides a corresponding control bit (360), determining 
Whether the Hadamard transformation is needed. The integer 
transform (IT) block 365 and Hadamard transform (HT) 
block 370, in turn, may be further decomposed (level 270) 
into matrix multiplications (375A and 375B), While the scalar 
multiply (IQ) 340 may be represented by a multiplication 
block 380. Finally, these operations may be represented by 
instructions or compute primitives (level 275), such as 
“x=E* CONSTANT” for the scalar multiply (IQ) 340 and 
the illustrated if-then-else statement, With “y=A*B +C*D” 
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representing the Hadamard transformation When the control 
bit (CTL)=l (indicating a luminance macroblock). 

[0067] As illustrated in FIG. 4, exemplary memory ?oWs 
are illustrated, for example, in memories 350 and 355 With 
corresponding DAGs 358 and 357, With their additional 
decompositions into registers 385 A and 385B, and memories 
352 and 353 (DAGs not illustrated separately). Similarly, 
data How interconnections are illustrated via the input and 
output data lines of the various functional and compute 
blocks, and may also include the illustrated register usage. 
Similarly, the control How (360) is illustrated as coming 
from the parser 305, and is illustrated for the matrix multi 
plication 375B as a single control bit. 10601 As the compo 
nents of each of the various vieWs (represented by the 
various decomposition levels (255, 260, 265, 270, and 275) 
are modeled, tested and veri?ed, as mentioned above, the 
associated parameters may be integrated as a model and 
subsumed Within a higher-level model for each more 
abstract level. For example, the matrix multiply 375 com 
ponents at level 270 may be modeled and veri?ed to be 
cycle-accurate, transaction-accurate (or transactional-accu 
rate), or functionally-accurate, With all such associated 
parameters then integrated into the models of the next higher 
level 265, such as the integer transform 365 and the Had 
amard transform 370. This alloWs the user/designer to have 
much more rapid design and simulation at the higher levels 
of abstraction, yet still have cycle-accurate, transaction 
accurate and/or functionally-accurate testing and veri?ca 
tion. 

[0068] For example, as used herein, functionally-accurate 
implies providing a correct result, Without regard to order, 
e.g., a+b+c=result. Similarly, transactionally-accurate 
includes functionally accurate, With additional ordering, 
such as (a+b)+temp and temp+c=result, and cycle-accurate 
implies an accurate data ordering based on timing (clock 
cycles), such as time 0: a; time 3: b; time 7: temp=a+b; time 
12: c; time 20: result+temp+c. 

[0069] As a consequence, the hierarchical processing 
block decomposition of the present invention preserves data 
How information, control How information, and memory 
How information, Which is combined into a “How transform” 
(step 120, FIG. 2). Each such ?oW transform is a self 
contained module Which may then be simulated and mod 
eled, alone or in conjunction With other How transforms 
representing other tasks. Importantly, ?oW transforms may 
be manipulated and combined to instantiate a plurality of 
algorithms. As a consequence, a How transform is deter 
mined for every task, repeating steps 115 and 120 until there 
are no further ?oW transforms to be determined, step 125. 
When all How transforms have been determined for the 
selected algorithm, the How transforms are linked or con 
nected to represent the algorithm, step 130, using an inter 
connect, such as a memory interconnect (such as FIFOs 
(?rst-in ?rst-out memories)) to provide modeling intercon 
nect, provide I/O and memory modeling, and to represent 
the actual interconnections Which may be established in the 
actual IC. 3. Other types of interconnect may also be utiliZed 
in addition to a memory interconnect generally or a more 

speci?c memory types such as a ?rst-in ?rst-out (FIFO) 
memory, including interconnect such as a sWitch or a bus. 

[0070] FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary 
?oW transform and FIFO connection for system modeling 
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and simulation in accordance With the teachings of the 
present invention. As illustrated in FIG. 5, an algorithm (or 
portion thereof) utiliZes three ?oW transforms 405 (illus 
trated as How transforms 405A, 405B, and 405C), represent 
ing data How, control How, and memory How, Which are 
connected to each other via memory interconnect (FIFOs) 
410. Each of the How transforms 405 has a Well-de?ned 
(repeatable or standardized) interface, allowing connection 
to any other How transform 405 (via memory interconnect 
410). This data How version of the algorithm, coupling ?oW 
transforms 405 via FIFOs 410, may then be simulated and 
modeled, step 135, as discussed in greater detail beloW, 
providing valuable information such as memory require 
ments and statistics, control information (such as control 
bits), cycle-accurate and transaction-accurate information, 
and may be utiliZed to generate control and hardWare 
models. In addition, control How may be modeled and 
compared in a plurality of Ways, e.g., such as utiliZing a state 
machine, a processor, or a program counter. Also for 
example, memory interconnect (FIFO) 410 dynamics pro 
vide a memory model for the algorithm, providing informa 
tion such as, for example, concerning hoW and When they are 
?lled, and When and hoW data computations are triggered, 
memory siZes, numbers of memories, data access patterns, 
bandwidth, latency, DAG/DMA requirements (e.g., 2D or 
3D, speed of performance), etc. Such memory modeling is 
also useful in the architecture design, such as for providing 
distributed versus centraliZed memories. This is in sharp 
contrast With prior art data How modeling, Which has his 
torically utiliZed in?nite memory availability and in?nite 
memory requirements and has not provided detailed 
memory vieWs. The modeling and simulation may also 
compare and contrast di?ferent computational implementa 
tions, in addition to control and memory implementations. 

[0071] Referring again to FIG. 2, this modeling process 
may then continue iteratively, step 140, returning to step 
110, for functional simulation at different levels of abstrac 
tion (e.g., levels 250, 255, 260, 265, or 270). Using this 
modeling, the desired level of granularity of the computation 
elements may be determined and speci?ed. Once a desired 
level of performance and re?nement has been achieved, the 
How transform models may be exported into a hardWare 
description, such as RTL, SystemC, Verilog, VHDL, XML, 
SPW, or a softWare description (such as to run on an 
embedded processor), step 145, and the method may end, 
return step 150. In addition, based upon simulation and 
modeling of any resulting hardWare elements de?ned in the 
How transforms, additional iterations of the methodology of 
FIG. 2 may also be utiliZed. 

[0072] FolloWing the methodology of the present inven 
tion, an instruction-based programming language may be 
utiliZed to architect (and not just model) a non-instruction 
based system, such as a data How system IC architecture. 
The simulation and modeling using the How transforms can 
create a “netlist” of computational elements for design of the 
IC, and the designer can then determine if more elements or 
a different mix of elements should be utiliZed to improve 
performance, or decrease IC area or poWer dissipation, for 
example. The creation and preservation of memory How 
information, such as register usage, provides memory and 
interconnect requirements. The present invention also pre 
serves control instructions, Which is generally unavailable in 
the prior art for data How architecture environments. A 
combined ?oW transform is provided, integrating data How, 
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control How, and memory How. The various ?oW transforms 
Which are generated and correspond to an algorithmic task 
or function, in turn, may be combined in any of a plurality 
of Ways to express an algorithm as data How, yet preserving 
any needed control and memory information as integral 
blocks. In addition, as discussed beloW, the creation and 
modeling of a How transform in accordance With the present 
invention can be combined With a larger design tool ?oW for 
creation of adaptive computing IC architectures. 

[0073] FIG. 6 is a block and How diagram illustrating an 
exemplary Algorithmic ESL design, simulation and model 
ing automation platform system embodiment 500, referred 
to herein as an “Algorithmic ESL system”500, in accordance 
With the teachings of the present invention. The Algorithmic 
ESL system 500 illustrated in FIG. 6 provides an infrastruc 
ture to (l) architect an IC, such as an adaptive computing IC 
or “system-on-a-chip” (“SoC”); (2) generate applications to 
run on the architecture; (3) functionally simulate algorithms 
and applications; (4) simulate and model the architecture 
With given applications; (5) simulate and model the appli 
cations as operating on the target architecture; and (6) 
compile the application to the target architecture (illustrated 
in FIG. 7). The Algorithmic ESL system 500 (and 600, 
beloW) is embodied as one or more systems 10 and/or 
apparatuses 50 illustrated and discussed With reference to 
FIG. 1. 

[0074] The Algorithmic ESL system 500 may generally be 
divided into 2 portions, an architecture design platform 
(illustrated in FIG. 6 as the portion beloW the dashed line) 
and an application design platform (illustrated in FIG. 6 as 
the portion beloW the dashed line). As a signi?cant feature 
of the Algorithmic ESL system 500, the application designer 
need not be aWare of any of the architecture design require 
ments and parameters, and can simply capture softWare 
application or other algorithms at an abstract level, With the 
various models generated in the architecture design platform 
automatically integrated or rolled-up to the higher, more 
abstract level. For example, the application designer does 
not need to knoW about device parameters and parasitics, 
interconnect delays, binding of tasks to IC resources, etc., 
but is still provided at the abstract level With the means to 
specify requirements, and to provide parameteriZation, con 
trol and prioritization, among other features. 

[0075] The architecture design platform, as discussed 
above With reference to FIGS. 1-5, utiliZes an instruction (or 
control) and memory-based modeling platform (510), uti 
liZing input of selected algorithms or programs (525 and 
FIG. 2, step 100), architecture speci?cations (530), and P3 
or R3 requirements (535), creating the integrated ?oW 
transforms (545). For example, the architecture speci?ca 
tions may be initial designs of computational elements 
(225), Which are then successively modi?ed and re?ned 
through use of the architecture design platform of the 
Algorithmic ESL system 500. As discussed above, the 
various connected ?oW transforms are (iteratively) simu 
lated and modeled (510 and FIG. 2, step 135 and 140), Which 
may also include interactive use of the system modeling and 
simulation platform (540). For example, the instruction (or 
control) and memory-based modeling (510) may use the 
How transforms (545) and architecture speci?cations 530 to 
generate hardWare descriptions such as RTL computational 
elements (560 and FIG. 2, step 145), Which are then modeled 
by system modeling and simulation platform (540) to gen 
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erate cycle-accurate (“CA”) and transaction-accurate (“TA”) 
computational element models 555, CA and TA system 
models 505, P3 and/or R3 statistics (565) and other system 
performance statistics 515. The architecture designer then 
utilizes these CA and TA computational element models 
555, CA and TA system models 505 and performance 
statistics 515, 565 to successively re?ne the various RTL 
computational elements (560) and CA and TA computational 
element models 555. As mentioned above, the instruction (or 
control) and memory-based modeling platform (510) may be 
implemented in a LISATek environment, for example, With 
the additional functionality and extensions discussed and 
illustrated herein. Also as mentioned above, other instruction 
or control-based platforms may also be utiliZed and are 
Within the scope of the present invention. 

[0076] The system modeling and simulation platform 
(540) may be implemented utiliZing a Wide variety of 
platforms available from various vendors. The system mod 
eling and simulation platform (540) provides a common 
platform to link and integrate algorithmic (application) 
development With hardWare development, and to provide 
corresponding simulation and veri?cation, among other 
functionality. In an exemplary embodiment, SystemC has 
been selected to provide this common platform (as the 
system modeling and simulation platform (540)) to link, as 
a single framework, an application and system design plat 
form 520 and the instruction (or control) and memory-based 
modeling platform (510). Platforms provided by other ven 
dors, such as the SPW and LISATek platforms, have then 
been modi?ed by providing SystemC conduits, for the 
corresponding information to be converted and/or exported 
into the common SystemC platform. In an exemplary 
embodiment, a ConvergenC platform from CoWare has been 
utiliZed, While an OSCI System C modeling platform could 
be utiliZed equivalently. Other platforms and non-SystemC 
platforms may be utiliZed equivalently. For such alternative 
embodiments, rather than providing SystemC-compatible 
descriptions and ?les, the application and system design 
platform 520 and the instruction (or control) and memory 
based modeling platform (510) should be adapted to provide 
compatible descriptions and ?les suitable for the selected 
system modeling and simulation platform (540), such as a 
Cadence modeling platform. The Algorithmic ESL system 
500 simply requires that the outputs of the application and 
system design platform 520 and instruction (or control) and 
memory-based modeling platform (510) be provided or 
capable of being converted into a format Which is usable by 
the system modeling and simulation platform (540), such as 
to provide the sophisticated level of interactivity and 
abstraction available With the Algorithmic ESL system 500. 

[0077] The application and system design platform 520 is 
utiliZed by a system or application designer to create and 
model applications for operation on a selected architecture, 
generally interactively With the system modeling and simu 
lation platform 540 (Which may be running in the back 
ground). As mentioned above, the system or application 
designer does not need to interact directly With or have 
knoWledge of the system modeling and simulation platform 
540. The application and system design platform 520 
receives the “design intent” of the application as inputs, 
generally in the form of architectural de?nitions 570 (such 
as macrolibraries, IC libraries to implement speci?c func 
tions (e.g., DCTs, FFTs, DAGs, DMAs), computational 
elements existing on the IC, contexts for implementations of 
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con?gurable architectures, and other types of instructions 
(e.g., C or C++ code)), graphical data How diagrams 575 
representing a selected or given algorithm, and P3 and/or R3 
speci?cations 580. Transparently to the user/designer, the 
application and system design platform 520 also receives 
input from the instruction (or control) and memory-based 
modeling platform (510), such as the CA and TA computa 
tional element models 555 and the P3 and/or R3 statistics 
565. 

[0078] The application and system design platform 520 
then performs functional simulations of the application (or 
any portions thereof, such as for testing of application 
modules or components), providing functional models 
Which can be evaluated by the system designer. On the basis 
of these results, the application or system designer may then 
modify the application, repeat the functional simulations, 
and continue With this iterative process until the functional 
model has been veri?ed to the required level of performance 
and to meet other speci?ed requirements. A satisfactory 
application functional model is then provided (typically as a 
database) to the system modeling and simulation platform 
540, for simulation and modeling of the application (or 
algorithm) on the target IC architecture. 

[0079] For example, the application and system design 
platform 520 then provides various selectable outputs, such 
as computational element compositions ?les 585 (the num 
ber and type of computational elements to implement the 
algorithm), any P3 and/or R3 constraints 590 for the given 
algorithm, and computational element code 595 (such as 
design XML Which may be mapped to interconnect the 
various computational elements, or contexts utiliZed to 
con?gure adaptive or con?gurable computational elements). 
These outputs, in turn, are utiliZed by the system modeling 
and simulation platform (540) to provide functional and/or 
behavioral simulation and modeling of the application (or 
algorithm) on the target IC architecture, to provide an IC 
functional model, and-to provide corresponding feedback, 
generally iteratively, to the designer via the application and 
system design platform 520, alloWing the designer to modify 
and re?ne the algorithm based on performance statistics 
(515) and other parameters. Typically, the system modeling 
and simulation platform 540 is adapted to compare the 
application functional model With the IC functional model, 
and to provide the corresponding results back to the appli 
cation or system designer. 

[0080] In addition, the functional and behavioral simula 
tion and modeling of the application on the target IC 
provided by the system modeling and simulation platform 
540 may be incremental or modular. For example, as one 
aspect of an application is prepared, such as a DCT or FFT 
module, that module may be ported into the system model 
ing and simulation platform 540, Which Will provide a 
corresponding portion (module) of the functional IC model. 
This process may occur in the background, While the system 
or application designer continues to Work With the applica 
tion and system design platform 520. This incremental and 
concurrent approach is one of the features of the Algorithmic 
ESL system 500 that helps to signi?cantly decrease devel 
opment time cycles and time to market. 

[0081] Another important result of the integrated Algo 
rithmic ESL system 500 is that the functional IC model 
generated for each such module or component provides both 
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veri?cation and performance results Which may then be 
utilized by the other platforms (520, 510) and integrated 
directly, Without repeating those modeling and computation 
steps. In addition, these results are then automatically 
embedded (rolled-up) in the overall models, alloWing the 
designer to Work at a more abstract level, yet simultaneously 
alloWing the designer to drill-doWn as needed into these 
more concrete details. 

[0082] As part of the application functional testing, the 
application and system design platform 520 can simulate 
and test various data tra?ic scenarios, test cases, verify 
computational element designs, test interconnect traf?c pat 
terns, control How patterns, etc. The application and system 
design platform 520 may also do this at various levels of 
abstraction and vieWs (as provided via the instruction (or 
control) and memory-based modeling platform (510) dis 
cussed above)), including the abstractions of the data How, 
control How, and memory How, and any other abstractions of 
the memory hierarchy itself, such as the identifying multiple 
Waypoints Which exercise the memory subsystems. This 
ability to abstract and model a memory architecture as part 
of a data How architecture and, indeed, as part of any 
embedded processing environment, is one of the many neW 
and novel features of the present invention. 

[0083] For example, instead of generating thousands of 
lines of C code, an algorithm may be captured in SPW 
(application and system design platform 520), folloWed by 
opening ports of the memory subsystems, and exporting the 
information into SystemC. The system modeling and simu 
lation platform (540) may then connect to the memory 
subsystems and run the application, providing data traf?c, 
memory How information, and all other parameters and 
statistics utiliZed by those of skill in the ?eld. Di?‘erent 
versions of an algorithm may also be iteratively tested in this 
Way, such as by simulating one solution With a ?rst mix of 
computational elements, and comparing this to a simulation 
utiliZing a second mix of computational elements perform 
ing the same algorithm. In addition, the use of the various 
levels of functional and architectural abstraction alloW a 
designer to drill-doWn to increased detail as needed and to 
roll-up to a higher level of abstraction, alloWing rapid design 
and development cycles. 

[0084] Similarly, the SystemC framework implemented 
With the system modeling and simulation platform (540) can 
also model interconnect at different levels of abstraction and 
using different types and mixes of interconnect, such as 
sWitches, multiplexers, or routers. The interconnect can be 
modeled at these various levels, providing a simulation 
framework to form conclusions and make decisions based 
on objective, numeric evaluations. 

[0085] The resulting simulation models, from both the 
application and system design platform 520 and the system 
modeling and simulation platform 540, are also scaleable, 
utiliZing the various levels of abstraction. For example, 
initial functional simulations using the application and sys 
tem design platform 520 may be run rapidly at a high level 
of abstraction, providing greater performance Without 
requiring hardWare emulation or hardWare prototypes. In 
addition, higher accuracy and a more detailed analysis is 
provided utiliZing the less abstract, more detailed and con 
crete levels illustrated, such as the block and elemental 
levels 265 and 270 illustrated in FIG. 4. As a consequence, 
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very detailed implementations may be modeled utiliZing 
very high levels of abstraction, enabling rapid simulation 
and signi?cantly decreasing development time. 
[0086] The application and system design platform 520 
may be implemented utiliZing an algorithmic programming 
language platform, such as platforms available from various 
vendors, With the inventive modi?cations and features of the 
Algorithmic ESL system 500, such as a Signal Processing 
Workstation (SPW) available from CoWare or Cadence, or 
other platforms such as those provided by MathWorks 
Simulink. A myriad of other equivalent platforms may be 
utiliZed, With the additional functionality described herein, 
and all such platforms are Within the scope of the present 
invention. 

[0087] Using the format-compatible database generated 
by the application and system design platform 520, the 
system modeling and simulation platform (540) generates a 
functional IC model of a version of the system or the ?nal 
system (505), namely, a version based on the operation of 
the application on the target IC architecture, based on 
simulation and veri?cation of computational elements, inter 
connect, memory subsystems, support models (such as 
clocking and I/O), With any hardWare operating system 
(hardWare OS) running on the model of the IC, and other IC 
parameters as used in the EDA and ESL ?elds, and utiliZing 
the inputs provided from the instruction (or control) and 
memory-based modeling platform (510). As mentioned 
above, the system modeling and simulation platform (540) 
provides a unifying platform for both applications and 
architecture, such as linking SPW and SystemC, and linking 
LISATek and SystemC, for example. 

[0088] This interaction betWeen the application and sys 
tem design platform 520 and the system modeling and 
simulation platform (540) alloWs rapid prototyping and 
comparisons by the designer of a plurality of versions, at 
different levels of simulation and veri?cation, to alloW rapid 
decisions for design trade-offs such as IC siZe and perfor 
mance. In addition, the application and system design plat 
form 520 can be utiliZed in conjunction With the instruction 
(or control) and memory-based modeling platform (510), 
such as to create an architecture With more or feWer com 

putational elements or a different mix of computational 
elements. Also, the application and system design platform 
520 is utiliZed to create the any code (contexts, control, 
assembly or other programs) to operate the resulting IC for 
implementation of the selected algorithm, not just for design 
and functional simulation. 

[0089] For example, various applications may be created 
to run on different IC platforms, such as those with different 
mixes of computational elements, using application and 
system design platform 520. These functional simulations 
and models (e.g., in database 605 of FIG. 7) may then be 
provided to the system modeling and simulation platform 
540, Which can incorporate architecture speci?c models, 
such as interconnect effects, computational and other delay 
parameters, feedback and propagation delay parameters, 
alloWing the developer to move from functional simulation 
to architectural-level simulation. In addition, these various 
simulations and modeling may also be performed at different 
levels of abstraction, all Within the same simulation frame 
Work. 

[0090] The Algorithmic ESL illustrated in FIG. 6 creates 
a novel convergence of different platforms to achieve novel 












